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– (real + virtual) clusters display structural regularity
– many independent cluster observables:

TX , LX , ΣX(r),
y0 , y(r)
Ngal , Lgal , Σgal(r) , σgal , lensing Σmass(r)

– several independent ways to infer mass:
TX , σgal , ∫ y , lensing , bias, counts, …

– large samples in sub-mm + optical (+ X-ray?) are upcoming
– how `entangled’ are astrophysical/cosmological parameters?

clusters as cosmological probes: reasons for optimism
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Evrard & Gioia 2002 



Evrard & Gioia 2002 



- the exercise -



probing the LX-M relation in a ΛCDM universe

Exercise: use REFLEX sample luminosity function to
    characterize the relation between LX and M within
    a ΛCDM `concordance’ cosmology

Ωm= 0.3, ΩΛ= 0.7, σ8= 0.9
Approach : convolve mass function with log-normal p(L | M)

€ 

n(L,z) = d lnM n(M,z) p(L | M,z)∫

p = slope of L-M relation
L15 = present-epoch normalization (at 1015 Msun /h)
ΔL = scatter in ln(L)  ;  ΔM = ΔL / p  is scatter in ln(M) 
M  = mass in units of 1015 Msun /h

€ 

p(L |M,z) =
1
2πΔL

e−(ln L− ln Lmed (M ,z ))
2 / 2Δ L

2

€ 

Lmed (M,z) = [L15,0M
p ](ρc (z) /ρc (0))

τ

€ 

(τ = 7 /6 ; 0)



observed space density in X-rays is well measured Mullis et al 2004



Jenkins et al 2001 
Sheth & Tormen 1999

€ 

n(σ−1(M))∝ A(ρm /M)exp[− | lnσ−1(M) + B | ε ]
theoretical space density (aka, mass function) is well determined

(see Abazajian et al poster)



 <- rms deviations about 
      fit  at <~5% level

fit to functional form of
Jenkins et al 2001 using
~1.4M clusters  at z=0

fit parameters A, B are
now Ωm dependent

Evrard et al 2002

critical Δ=200 mass function calibration from Hubble Volume sims



Gunn & Gott  1972 ; Bertschinger 1985
Evrard, Metzler & Navarro 1996

1b. variable Δ: 

€ 

Δ(Ωm ) =18π 2 + 82x − 39x 2  ;  x ≡ Ωm (z) −1
1a. fixed Δ 

€ 

Δ = const ≈102
1. critical contrast 

€ 

ρ(< rΔ ) ≡ Δρc (z)  ;  ρc (z) ≡ 3H(z)2 /8πG

2. mean contrast 

€ 

ρ(< rΔ ) ≡ Δρ m (z)  ;  ρ m (z) =Ωm (z)ρc (z)

€ 

ρ(< rΔ ) ≡ 3MΔ /4πrΔ
3 WARNING!

multiple
conventions in 
literature !

halos/clusters as spherical cows…

`surface’ radius rΔ & enclosed mass MΔ≡ M(<rΔ)



spherical cows?  where’s the hide? M. White 2002

r200,c

r180,b



so spherical cows can overlap?
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- bolometric luminosity from bremsstrahlung (at high T)

€ 

Lbol ∝ dVρgas
2∫ Λ(T)∝ fgas

2 ρc (z)MT
1/ 2

€ 

T ∝ρc
1/ 3(z)M 2 / 3

self-similar scaling expectations

€ 

Lbol ∝ fgas
2 ρc

7/6(z)M 4 / 3

      ∝ fgas
2 ρc

1/2(z)T 2

- soft, band-limited (0.1-2.4 keV) luminosity somewhat shallower

€ 

Lsoft ∝ fgas
2 ρc (z)M

Kaiser 1986

(M is total mass)



self-similar model:
purely gravitational
heating + constant
ICM gas fraction

Arnaud & Evrard 1999

X-ray luminosity-temperature relation => more complex model

self-similar
additional physics…
– gas cooling
– gas heating from
    winds/AGN
– other `ISM-like’
    processes?



14 % scatter in MICM at fixed TX

slope 3/2

Mohr, Mathiesen & Evrard 99

ICM mass-temperature relation for X-ray flux-limited sample



Lin, Mohr, & Stanford 2004 K-band stellar mass-temperature relation

~25% scatter in
L500 at fixed TX

assumes binding masses - 

Finoguenov et al 2001 



- back to the task… -



the REFLEX sample

model modifications
to accommodate flux
limited nature:

evaluate n(M,z) at
median z at each L

make small (self-
similar) z-corrections
to align individual L
values to median z

4.24 sr southern sky
flux limit 3x10-12 erg/s
447 clusters

Bohringer et al 2002; 2004



expect parameter degeneracies

vary L15

vary p

vary ΔM



results from matching REFLEX luminosity function

moderate range of
allowed scatter
(up to ~50%), ML
value near zero

dramatically wider
range in median
scaling relation
(L15 , p) compared
to ΔM=0 case
i.e., range of
allowed ICM
physics!

for power-law mass
function n ~ M-γ :
lnL15 = c -  γ p ΔM

2

solid: self-similar L(z)
dotted: no L(z) evol’n



best fit is a good fit

ln(n)
residuals



- is that all? -



scatter in ln(T):
   ΔT|L  = 0.25 ± 0.01

Reiprich & Boehringer (2002)

scatter in X-ray L-T relation offers extra information

€ 

ΔT |L = ln(T /T (L))2
1/ 2



incorporating observed T-L scatter

- the ith cluster lies somewhat off the mean M-L and M-T scalings

- subtracting these shows that q/p is the slope of the T-L relation

- the second moment holds the key…

observed! but what about these?



simulations to the rescue!

68 `preheated’  cluster models @ z<0.5 Bialek et al 2005

variance in M at fixed T:
   Δ2

M|T  = 0.036
covariance:
  < δM|L δM|T > = 0.017

implication:
   ΔM|L  = 0.43 ± 0.05



addition of scatter constraint is powerful

solid: self-similar L(z)
dotted: no L(z) evol’n

disagreement w/
Reiprich &
Bohringer (2002)
estimate using
hydrostatic
masses (dot w/
90% c.l. errors)

?



discrepancy with previous work using hydrostatic masses

Reiprich & Bohringer 2002

our result
€ 

M ~ β fitTr

“isothermal 
beta-model”
estimates



dependence on cosmology

arrow: δ lnσ8 = +0.1

Ωm

 = 0.24 0.30 0.36

€ 

L15 ∝σ 8
~−4

from shape of mass
function at rare tail
(at fixed Ωm)

vary matter density
keeping
   Ωm σ8

2 =const
(~ fixed space density)

want
lower Ωm

AND
lower σ8



explicit example that closes in on RB02

Ωm = 0.24
σ8 = 0.75

solid: self-similar L(z)
dotted: no L(z) evol’n

requires only
~20% mass
underestimates

see E. Rasia’s
poster



what do simulations say? 68 `preheated’  cluster models @ z<0.36
Bialek et al 2005

slope: p=1.42 ± 0.02
 ΔM|L  = 0.21 (all)

      0.17 (M>3e14)



conclusions

REFLEX sample luminosity function is well fit by convolving the
mass function in a ΛCDM cosmology with p(L | M) described as a
power-law with log-normal scatter, but
•  model is degenerate, need additional constraints
•  T-L scatter (+ sim input) implies ΔM = 0.43 ± 0.06
•  resultant mean relation for SS evol’s is then
        p= 1.62 ± 0.08 ; lnL15= 0.95 ± 0.15  ; ΔM = 0.37 ± 0.15
•  discrepancy (in intercept) with hydrostatic mass estimates:
beta model masses biased low (factor 1.8 in concordance model!)

need lower σ8 (+ Ωm?) to reduce bias to ~30%
•  `preheated’ hydro models: ΔM|L = 0.2 (for core-extracted L)

independent mass estimates (via weak lensing) are critically needed!


